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compressed air drying for laboratories

Experience.  Customer.  Service. 

High tech applica  ons in labora-
tories such as mass spectrometry, 
coordinate measurement and nu-
clear magne  c resonance spec-
troscopy require clean, dry com-
pressed air. A major University in 
North Carolina required clean dry 
compressed air down to –94°F 
pressure dew point (ISO 8573 
Class 1 moisture vapor) so they 
turned to local nano distributor 
Lewis Systems for guidance. The 
compressed air system was cri  -
cal to the applica  on and required 
fail safe opera  on.  nano worked 
closely with Lewis Systems and a 
design engineering fi rm to create 
a low dew point desiccant dryer 
with fi ltra  on system with 100% 
redundancy. 

“nano worked with the engineering fi rm to design a complete low 
dew point dryer system for our customer.” 
-nano distributor Lewis Systems Inc.
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products & processes 
include:

magne  c resonance 
spectroscopy
coordinate measure-
ment

liquid chromatography

mass spectrometry
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behind the numbers... pressure dew point 

Pressure dew point (PDP) is defi ned as the temperature at which moisture vapor 
condenses into a liquid at a given pressure. What does this really mean to a com-
pressed air user? It could be the diff erence between ge   ng liquid water into their 
downstream equipment or moisture vapor into extremely sensi  ve laboratory 
equipment and contamina  ng the process. Pressure dew point is expressed as a 
temperature, however it indicates the amount of moisture present in compressed 
air. The higher the moisture content the higher dew point temperature. The calcu-
la  ons below illustrate the moisture content of compressed air at given pressure 
dew point levels. As shown, the amount of moisture varies greatly depending on 
the pressure dew point and is the reason selec  ng the correct drying equipment is 
so important.  Contact your local nano compressed air expert for assistance.

low dew point for compressed air in lab applica  ons
Nuclear Magne  c Resonance spectroscopy, commonly known as NMR spec-
troscopy, is a research technique that exploits the magne  c proper  es of 
certain atomic nuclei. NMR Spectroscopes are used in laboratories for ma-
terial in-depth review down to a microscopic level. Clean, dry compressed 
air is used inside the spectroscope to suspend the sample under examina-
 on inside the  chamber where minimal moisture & par  cles should be pres-

ent. Manufacturers of NMR spectroscopy machines specify a minimum pres-
sure dew point =/< -40°F and a par  cle fi ltra  on micron level down to 0.01 μ.

PDP 
@100 psig

dryer 
technology ppm (v) ppm (w) ISO8573 class 

(vapor)

+37°F refrigerated 943 586 4
-40°F desiccant 16 10 2
-94°F desiccant 0.33 0.2 1
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